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Bronze age tools ks2 facts

Photo © Jonathan Ridley on Unsplash.Time to explain the Bronze Age to your key child? Make it easy with our simple guide to this fascinating time in human history. We've summarized all the important facts about the Bronze Age in interesting, easily digestible bites that keep your child's attention while explaining all the things they need
to know. Continue reading for your perfectly optimized lesson. Here are all the important facts from the Bronze Age for children, as at the beginning, how it changed the way weapons and tools were made, and how important copper and tin were at that time.1) In Britain, the Bronze Age began around 2100 BC and ended around 650 BC.
However, it had begun earlier in other countries around the world, beginning between 4000 BC and 2000 BC 2) Before the Bronze Age was the Stone Age and then came the Iron Age.3) A country is said to have entered the Bronze Age when its people discovered the alloy bronze, which is a mixture of tin and copper. Bronze is stronger
than one of its components and allowed people to produce more tools and weapons than before, when they only worked with stone. 4) To make bronze, people would melt tin and copper until they were liquid, then pour this mixture into clay or sand molds to make weapons, tools and other equipment and jewelry.5) Bronze replaced stone
in many cases, which changed the way people farmed and lived. The Bronze Age experienced a number of advances, such as the introduction of writing, the invention of the wheel, including the potter's wheel, and irrigation.6) During the Bronze Age, some societies developed a ruling class. The kings who ruled during this period used
military power, with their latest weapons, to enforce the laws. What did people thrive in the Bronze Age? Photo © Dusan Smetana on UnsplashOne of the most important facts about the Bronze Age is that this period marked the beginning of a better diet. This was because humans could make metal tools that could be used for more
productive agriculture.1) Part of the meat of Bronze Age humans came from the wild animals that hunted them, such as boar, deer and freshwater fish, including pike.2) Because the bronze age people now had a stronger metal – bronze, an amalgam of copper and tin – This revolutionized agriculture by meaning that (weather-dependent)
crops could be grown all year round. Since they were effective farmers today, the people of the Bronze Age also ate wheat and barley, vegetables, lamb and beef. What was life like for the in the Bronze Age? Image © Santi Vedri on UnsplashYou can bring the Bronze Age to life for children by visiting one of the many historic sites across
the UK where houses, tools and weapons have been found. These include Stone Henge, the White Horse Uffington and many burial mounds.1) Bronze Age people lived in houses made of local materials, such as wood and stone, along with cotton wool (wood with woven with and daub (a mixture of straw and mud).2) One form of the
house was a roundhouse with a fireplace in the middle around which the family would eat and sleep. The floors were covered with willows and their roofs were covered with animal skins, straw, or lawn.3) Women wore long wool skirts with tunics on top, and men wore skirts, similar to kilts, and pull-over tunics. To keep warm, the people of
the Bronze Age wore wool coats and hats.4) When the Bronze Age began, the people who lived here could not write, but they began to develop this ability during this time. A time before people could write is called prehistoric because they couldn't record their history. 5) The richest people would have been those who worked with metal
like tin and copper and traded to create bronze. Bronze Age advances, as well as weapons and tools, led to many inventions in the Bronze Age that led to progress. These included:1) Improved navigation altogether that led to trade with other Bronze Age people in other countries.2) The metal plough and other Bronze Age tools meant
better agriculture and the ability to clear forests for more fields. They practice dry stone walls were used to separate these fields.3) Progress in mathematics and astronomy came in leaps and bounds, probably from exposure to other cultures.4) Perhaps the most important of the Bronze Age facts was the invention of the wheel, which
meant that they could build carts that could be pulled by animals. 5) The development of the potter's wheel and weaving meant that they could have containers to put food and drink in, and to wear better clothes. How do we know so much about the Bronze Age? We know so many facts about the Bronze Age people from archaeological
excavations where, for example, their bronze weapons were found.1) Archaeologists have studied a Bronze Age, five-house site in Cambridgeshire, that they called the Pompeii of the Fens because it is so well preserved.2) From this they have collected fabrics, glass and even remnants of food to discover what life was in the Bronze
Age.3) to discover what life was like in the Bronze Age. , like amber and jet – both gemstones not found in the British Isles – are proof that Bronze Age people were dealing with people from Middle Eastern countries, such as ancient Egypt, as well as continental Europe.4) There is no definitive answer to when the Bronze Age began and
ended. It is not an exact time, but it was the spring stone between the Stone Age, which ended around 3300 BC, and the Iron Age, which began around 500 BC. Spread of metallurgy in and Asia Minor. The darkest areas are the oldest Europe in the late Bronze Age Some common bronze weapons during the Bronze Age The Bronze Age
is the time when people made tools from an alloy (a mixture of metals) called bronze. Bronze is a mixture of mainly copper and tin: usually nine parts copper to one part tin. Materials such as wood and stone were also used for tools, but bronze was better for cutting and and was easy to shape. The Bronze Age was not everywhere at the
same time because different groups of people began to use bronze at different times. In Western Europe, the Bronze Age lasted from about 2000 BC to 800 BC. In the Middle East, it began about a thousand years earlier. For example, bronze was first used in Mesopotamia around 3300 BC. Archaeologists believe that humans became
more organized in the Bronze Age because the production of metal tools was difficult and required certain skills. The people who had these new skills would have been important. The new metal tools were purchased, sold or traded over longer distances. Later, as iron tools spread, the Bronze Age ended and the Iron Age began. One
reason for iron replacing bronze is that tin ore, a rock in which tin can be found, is much rarer than iron ore. Copper tools were not useful because they were too soft. Agriculture Agricultural scene from ancient Egypt. In the Bronze Age, wild food was no longer a major part of the diet. The title Inventor of Agriculture could go to the
Sumerians, beginning around 5500 BC. Agriculture allows more people in an area than can be supported by hunting and collecting. Plants can be stored for use off-season, or sold or exchanged. Farmers could feed people to do things other than agriculture. This was a decisive factor in the rise of the main armies. Sumerian agriculture
allowed them to win battles and land. This made them early imperial peasants. A little later, the Egyptians, who farmed in the fertile Nile Valley, grew their population. There were now enough warriors for a territorial expansion that more than tripled the Sumerian empire in the area. In Sumer, barley was the main harvest; Wheat, flax, dates,
apples, plums and grapes were also grown. Mesopotamian agriculture was supported and restricted by the flooding of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. The floods came in late spring or early summer due to snowmelt from the Anatolian mountains. Sheep and goats were domesticated, mainly for meat, milk, butter and cheese. Theirs, a
large city that covered about 50 hectares (20 hectares), held 10,000 animals; 3,000 were slaughtered every year. The city's 6,000 inhabitants comprised 2,500 workers who farmed 12 km2 of land. The workers included warehouse clerks, labor foremen, supervisors and harvest supervisors, and workers. The land was ploughed by ox
teams, who drew light, uncycled ploughs, and grain was harvested with sickle. The wagons had fixed wheels covered with leather tyres held in position by copper nails and by oxen Were. Up to four animals were able to pull a cart at once. The horse was domesticated in Ukraine around 4000 BC and was used by the Sumerians around
2000 BC. Late Bronze Age wine vessels from China. Related pages pictures for kids Late 3rd Millennium BC silver cup from Marvdasht, fars, with linear elamite inscription. Chaltolithic copper mine in Timna Valley, Negev Desert, Israel. Bronze mirror with female human figure at the base, Eighteenth Dynasty of Egypt (1540-1296 BC).
Sphinx Lion of Thutmose III 1479-1425 BC Spring and Autumn Time Pu Bronze Ship with Nested Dragon Design (722-481 BC) Bronze artifacts from Daegok-ri, Hwasun, Korea Bronze Age copper bars found in Crete Mycenaean sword found in Romania Bronze Age weapons and ornaments Ceremonial Giant dirk (1500-1300 BC). Golden
Helmet (Leiro, Galicia) Various Celtic bronze cast parts from the Bronze Age. Age.
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